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Dear parents, students and colleagues of GISAD,
Sustainability is very close to our hearts. However, due to the pandemic, there were many
regulations that made it difficult. Finally, however, we were able to start again in the
kindergarten and replace disposable cutlery with reusable cutlery, replace plastic bottles
with water dispensers where the teachers and assistants are allowed to refill the bottles the
children have brought with them. Hopefully, reusable tableware will soon be allowed again.
In total, we are already saving 650 plastic bottles and plastic cutlery per week.
Soon we will also introduce the changes in the primary school and the cafeteria and are
happy to make a contribution to environmental protection.
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Maths Olympics
SCHOOL

The state round of the Mathematics Olympics ended on 28 February 2022. Two participants
from GISAD took part: Batul Qaraschouli from class 9 and Eldad "Didi" Tegegne from class
5b. Batul qualified for the national round, which only takes place for the older classes.
We congratulate all participants and keep our fingers crossed for Batul in the national
round!

Proficiency Tests
SCHOOL

In grades 6 and 8, the proficiency tests in the subjects Maths, German and English will take
place in the next few weeks. These tests are not used to determine grades, so they are not
class tests. Parts of the test will be included in the oral participation. Since these tests are
structured quite differently, there is no special preparation for them. The respective
subject teachers have familiarised the students with the task formats.

Central Class Exams (Zentrale Klassenarbeiten, ZKA)
SCHOOL

At the beginning of March, the central class tests (Zentrale Klassenarbeiten, ZKA) and the
written examinations for the Intermediate School Leaving Certificate (Mittlerer
Schulabschluss, MSA) will take place in German (7.3.22), English (9.3.22) and Mathematics
(10.3.22). Mathematics is not part of the written examination for the intermediate school
leaving certificate this year, but there will be a class test for the MSA students in
Mathematics on this day, which will be written at the same time as the ZKA Maths. We are
keeping our fingers crossed for all students!

German Language Diploma
SCHOOL

On 9 March, more than 30 students from classes 6-9 will take their exams for the German
Language Diploma. The oral exams are scheduled between 14-17 March. Secondary school
teachers of German as a Foreign Language (DaF) will take the exams and award the
language certificate, which at level B1 allows students to enter a German Studienkolleg.
We wish all examinees good luck!
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Change of staff at GISAD
ADMINISTRATION, SCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN

There have been and will be some staff changes during the month of March. First of all, we
would like to thank all the staff members who will unfortunately be leaving GISAD or who
have already left. Thank you for your great work, we will miss all the departing staff very
much.
On 1 March, Mr. Julian Wolff, former Deputy Head of Administration at GISAD, took over the
position of Head of Administration from Ms. Manuela Dietrich. Ms Dietrich is returning to
Germany. We thank her sincerely for the many years of trustful cooperation and look
forward to working with Mr. Wolff.
Mrs. Alena Kunkel, primary school teacher, Teena Mohan and Doreen Aufderheide,
caregivers, as well as Marielena Freude, kindergarten assistant, have also left the team.
Many thanks and all the best for the future!
On 11 March, Mrs Eliz Esra Köle, teacher of the bear group, will also return to Germany. We
and the children will miss her very much.
We also welcome some new joiners. We are happy that Mrs. Jana Gutscher from Germany
will take over the bear group and Mrs. Miriam Moritz will support the kindergarten as an
assistant.
My name is Miriam Moritz, I come from South Tyrol and I love
the mountains!
I lived in Milan for a long time and worked in a crèche. For the
last three years, my husband and I have been in Abu Dhabi with
our two daughters. I am looking forward to meeting you!

Assistant Kindergarten

Kindergarten Teacher
Bears´ Group

I am Jana Gutscher from near Stuttgart. After school, I spent 1.5
years in Tunisia. Back in Germany, I completed my training as a
kindergarten teacher and then went to Gambia for 9 months and
worked in a preschool there. Afterwards, I studied for a
Bachelor's degree in educational science. During my studies I
worked part-time first in Germany and later for 1.5 years with a
German NGO in Sierra Leone. I was responsible for the
educational management of a street children project.
In Abu Dhabi, I am very much looking forward to working with
children and their parents from different countries. And of
course, I am also looking forward to living in such a multicultural
city.
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Sports Day at Kindergarten
EVENTS

Under the motto "Sportinators", the sports festival took place in the kindergarten on 25
February 2022. Nine groups, eleven stations and just lots of fun! Sack hopping, balancing,
jumping, slalom driving, a course with balls, can throwing, balloon running - our
kindergarten children gave their all, cheered at each other and had a lot of fun! At the end,
there was a tug of war between the teachers and assistants and everyone received their
well-deserved medal and certificate.
Thanks to all the organisers!
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UAE: Month of Reading
SCHOOL, MEDIA LIBRARY, EVENTK

The UAE has designated the month of March as Reading Month. Fittingly, the media library
has launched a competition for primary school. Until 15 March, classes 1-4 are invited to
participate creatively and draw a design of the cover of their favourite book. Please send
designs to mediothek@gisad.ae or hand them in personally.
GISAD is also participating in the ADEK event for schools in Um Al Emarat Park on Saturday, 5
March with a few activities around the theme of reading.

Excursion to EXPO 2020
EXCURSION

First school trip in a long time. Grades 3-12 were delighted to travel together to EXPO
2020 in Dubai and enjoyed the brilliant world exhibition to the full. A big thank you to
everyone who made this possible: Mr Gerrit Brauner, Ms Melanie Haack and Mr
Muhammad Murtaza.
For the classes that stayed at home, the media library team came up with something
special: a (reading) journey around the world!

Offers for the GISAD community
MARKETING

Dear GISAD community,
As a GISAD parent or colleague, you can take advantage of exclusive offers from our
cooperation partners.
You can find an overview of various offers for GISAD here.
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